Reflecting on NCTM Annual Meeting
I am still so pumped about my experience in San Antonio this month, and I can’t wait to share
all that I have learned. It was so difficult to choose which sessions (out of the more than 700!!!)
to attend, and at any given time, I felt pulled in at least three different directions. So, before I
start forgetting where I learned things, here are my reflections of this awesome conference:

Jordan Ellenberg is a speaker that was
new to me, and I am so glad I attended
his opening keynote. A dynamic speaker,
he had the audience in stitches as we
learned about how math is present in
our lives any time we reason or solve a
problem.

Cory shared with audience members some
excellent resources related to Number
Talks, including the website
illustrativemathematics.org. Participants
learned about the difference between
number talks and reasoning talks.
Attending to reasoning helps students
recognize what is important about a
problem, generate possible solution
pathways, develop questioning skills, give
meaning to symbolic representations, make
connections and develop counter
arguments.

Annie Fetter is one of my math heroes. If you
haven’t heard her Ignite talk before, it’s certainly
worth listening to! This was a very reaffirming
session for me; I’ve used her Notice/Wonder
techniques for years. By using this strategy, we can
use the problems in textbooks as supports for
teachers instead of assignments for students – no
more teaching to the text. This technique strongly
correlates to 3 Act Math Tasks and is great as a
whole math lesson or a 5 minute warmup.

OMG Jo Boaler! I admire this woman so much, and
there was no way I was going to miss this
presentation. I was one of the first people in the
auditorium that holds over 2000 people. She
continues to press on with her math revolution, and
I loved her presentation so much! I actually didn’t
take a lot of notes here, but found my head
nodding A LOT! Growth mindset plays into success
in math, and Jo’s message is that math learning IS
NOT about speed. As educators, we must move
from performance orientation to learning
orientation. Performance orientation leads to fixed
mindsets, and creative, deep thinking is inhibited by speed, evaluation, and rewards. I loved the
“Me During Math Class” video snippet that she shared. 😊

I actually went to this session by accident, but I enjoyed
it very much. The presenters discussed how much more
flexible students are with numbers when they are
skilled in decomposing. Decomposing numbers begins
in Kindergarten and continues through Gr. 8 and
beyond, including decomposing fractions. A game
called “Get to the Whole” was shared, and it’s a
gooder! (See photo.) I also
liked the three discussion
points the presenters used:
What? So what? Now
what?

This was a good, hands-on workshop. Participants
cut and folded grid paper to create characters from
Minecraft, and learned some ways to incorporate
these activities with Shape and Space outcomes,
including perimeter, area, surface area and volume.
I was expecting to use the actual Minecraft game
here, but it was all paper. Some good lesson ideas.

Sometimes kids get the message “math is tedious”
when we are trying to teach them perseverance.
Perseverance ≠ doing a lot of problems! Sometimes
kids learn that “math is not a part of my world,” and
this is one reason why we need to make sure that
we are using real world problems. Patrick’s
presentation was easy to listen to, and confirmed
some of my philosophies.

This session wowed me like nobody’s business!
Pixar has partnered with Khan Academy (and I do
love Khan Academy!) to form pixarinabox.org, an
educational resource that focuses on math, science
and storytelling. The lessons use math and science
skills to create animated films a la Pixar! The
lessons in categories such as rendering, character
modeling, effects, etc, progress in difficulty and are
suitable for Grades 5+, although teachers have
used them in lower grades. This presentation was
led by Tony DeRose from Pixar and teacher Bill
Gowsell from Ontario. I’m very excited to try this
out. Anyone interested in integrating math into
makerspace and/or coding, this is for you!

I really enjoyed this presentation! Christopher
Danielson (aka @trianglemancsd) is the creator of
Which One Doesn’t Belong, and #unitchat, among
other math activities. He talked about reverse
number talks, which involves students creating
their own number images. You provide the
students with objects and have them arrange them
in interesting placements (mathematical patterns,
aesthetically pleasing arrangements, etc). He also
shared with us the Central Park activity at Desmos,
which is pretty cool! If you don’t already, follow
this guy on Twitter!

Robert is the real deal! This extremely engaging
and practical session involved using his Problem
Solving Framework – very similar to (and could be
used with) a 3 Act Math Task. He encourages
estimation, because “not all tools are things we
hold in our hands” - love it! This session explained
how and when to use Problem Solving in the
classroom, and included levels of convincing that I
found very interesting. It’s imperative for students
to be able to construct a viable argument
and critique the reasoning of others. This
message was also encouraged in Jo
Boaler’s presentation. Check out his
website – his lessons and resources are
excellent! http://robertkaplinsky.com/ .
The Problem Solving Framework is a
particularly useful resource!

Although I didn’t recognize these presenters’
names, I chose to attend this workshop because
I’ve heard of the Metamorphosis Teaching Learning
Communities (Lucy West). This session was far
away from the last session I had attended, and I
ended up about ten minutes late, so I missed the
first Reasoning Mini-Lesson that was presented,
but I believe it was a version of a number talk. The
other mini-lesson routines included, “The You, Me
Game,” “Could Be, Couldn’t Be,” “Describe What
You See,” “50 Red, 50 Blue Squares” and
“Comparing Expressions.” Nice little routines that
are not rocket science, but still useful.

The presenter for this workshop was actually
Jonathan Brendefur, who stood in for the original
presenters who couldn’t make it. We participated
in creating different models to represent
operations with fractions, including Paper Folding,
the Double Number Line and Symbolic
Representation (equation writing). The message
received: “Model, model, model, and then discuss
the relationships of the numbers in the equations.
Only when students see the multiplicative nature
can we introduce the algorithm Invert and
Multiply.”

Maybe you’ve heard of Dan Meyer? Just
kidding! OMG, another math hero! This is
the first time I’ve heard Dan speak, and
I’m sure there were little stars sparkling in
my eyes. He is awesome. I nodded and
nodded and nodded, and restrained
myself from shouting, “Amen Brother!” I
really don’t know how to sum up his
presentation – it was amazing! He used
Guershon Harel’s Intellectual Need theory
to hammer home the point that teachers
must create a NEED in their students.
There are 5 Intellectual Needs: the need for certainty, causality, computation, communication
and connection. If students have some reason for NEEDING TO KNOW the answer, or how to
solve a problem, we are more than halfway to our goal. It’s like the PooTrap infomercial – show
the headache first, and then how to make the headache go away. Haha! We need to teach
students what the longcut is before we show them the shortcut, otherwise they’ll never fully
understand how the shortcut works, and they also won’t appreciate it. Dan’s resources from
NCTM are available online here: mrmeyer.com. I recommend the Creating Headaches
document – and please add your own ideas here too!

This was a solid session on introducing all types of
joining and separating problems to teachers.
Jeremiah also discussed addition and subtraction
strategies, and the order in which his association
recommends introducing them to students. He
prompted participants to encourage discourse in
K-2 classrooms, through subitizing, mental math
and number string activities. I’ve emailed him since
the session, and he kindly shared his PowerPoint
presentation with me, as I feel it could come in
useful at a Numeracy workshop for Early Years
teachers.

This session was a nice follow-up to the previous
session, and made the connection between the
study of number and algebra, through studying
number combinations (decomposing and
addition/subtraction strategies), place value
(mental math and the role of 10), and algorithms
and operations (the meaning, interpretation and
relationships between the operations). The
presenters encouraged educators to ensure that
students understand the idea of EQUALITY, and
also cautioned us to move sloooooowly from
manipulatives to symbolic representation –
something that is often rushed.

